


Here at Towers Digital Content we have been helping 
brands develop and define their voices since 2018. 

Although the times have changed, our love for creativity, 
technology and innovation has not. With 29 years of 
experience between the team our approach is not only 
second nature but a heartfelt passion too. 

Our key mission is to help our clients successfully find  
their place in the digital world with #ConceptToContent  
at the forefront of any idea. 

We work with a whole host of industries from food and 
beverages to automotives to real estate, which means we 
can accommodate absolutely anything that you may need. 
Get in touch if you would like to kick start your destined 
digital journey today!

ABOUT US



Videography is the perfect way  
to engage with your customers. 
Not only that, it helps to build 
brand awareness and promotes 
your business. Videos attach 
300% more website traffic and 
generate more leads, therefore  
our approach to Videography will 
give your business the extra boost 
it needs. 

With our detailed planning stages 
whether we are asked to start 
from scratch or edit pre-recorded 
footage, we will work alongside 
you to achieve the best possible 
outcome.

The art of visual storytelling…

VIDEO  
SERVICES



A picture is worth a thousand 
words. The value of quality 
photography can never be 
underestimated. If you want 
photos of a product or service 
that you would like to showcase, 
we have a range of cameras and 
photography styles to match  
your vision and bring it to life.

PHOTOGRAPHY
Capturing the true essence…



Technology is constantly evolving, why 
not take your business to the next level 
with aerial photography and videography 
by keeping up with the times. Our team 
of trained drone pilots have the skills and 

knowledge to showcase your business 
from a whole new level. We have had the 
opportunity to fly our drones out for a range 
of industries such as yachts, theme parks, 
castles, real estates and many more.

DRONE  
PHOTOGRAPHY  
& VIDEOGRAPHY
A look from above…



3D/360  
VIRTUAL TOURS
Your digital twin…

With an online world, show off 
your digital twin in all of its glory 
with our 3D and 360 tours. Are 
you an office, restaurant, hotel or 
an estate agent? We cover every 
industry no matter the size. 

This is a great way to highlight key 
aspects within your property with 
clickable hotspots and embedded 
link features.



MOTION GRAPHICS
Putting your world into motion…

Animation and images in motion have 
astonishing powers, as they can promote your 
product/service and educate your audience in 
an attractive, interesting and catchy way. 

You will have the opportunity to work with 
a British Animation Awards winner, Jacob. 
Jacobs practice covers all spectrums of 
computer-generated imagery such as 3D 
scanning, modeling, texturing, lighting and 
animations. 

He has previously been involved with projects 
for distinguished brands such as Red Bull 
Music, Ministry of Sound Club, Crack 
Magazine, Swift Card and Da Vinci Learning.



GRAPHIC DESIGN
Communicate visually…

Our graphic designer Kim and her 
team have worked with some of the 
biggest brands in the world such as 
Adidas, IKEA, Coca Cola and Jack 
Daniels. She knows exactly what 
needs to be done in order to get  
your message out there and get 
people looking. 

With services ranging from 
typography, iconography and 
illustrations. It’s all about making 
heads turn and ensuring people 
remember your brand.



I’ve worked with Towers over the last couple of years 
and they have produced high quality video content for 
me and my restaurant during that time. With a brand  
of quality like mine we need to work with people that 
are of the same level, Towers are just that, they innovate 
as well as welcome your creative input into each project. 
We have a lot in common and we really do buzz off  
creating together.

Brad Carter, Michelin Star Chef

“

”



We worked with Towers when we launched our partnership 
with Aston Villa back in November. Absolutely nothing 
was ever too much for them from start to finish - and 
the final product was better than both us and Aston 
Villa could have hoped for! We’ll be working with them 
on all of ou large events going forward.

Harry Jenkins, Head of Marketing, Digbeth Dining Club

“

”


